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Editors: Dr. B. S. Bhatia & Dr. Balram Dogra

Global Competitiveness & Productivity has been a central focus of researchers worldwide for almost

last three decades. In the book under review, the editors present a well-integrated collection of 39

papers that were presented in an AICTE National Seminar. Through the publication of this book the

editors have done a commendable job in bringing together the collective wisdom in prominent

management scholars and practitioners in analyzing copetitiveness and productivity from the canopy to

global level. The strength of this book lies in the comprehensiveness of the treatment of this topic as no

other single source contains as many different types of research papers. The style of each paper varies

with the skill of the original writer but in every paper a new concept required for understanding the

productivity and global competitiveness is introduced in advance, and the progression through the topic

is well structured. The pedagogy involved in the structure of the sections is very sound, but the quantity

and quality of the components vary. Unfortunately the book also has some weak moments, particularly

when one chapter is not so related to the next chapter in the section.

Divided into five sections, the volume begins with acknowledgements, list of contributors and an

introduction by the editors, which explores the critical relationships among productivity and global

competitiveness. Starting with an overview of the globalized era, the editors have defined the modern

concept of productivity. Further editors have provided deep insights into the trends of productivity in

India and finally they conclude that productivity is influenced to to a large extent by the government

policies.

The first section of the book is on the conceptual aspects of productivity and global competitiveness.

This section contains eight chapters and in the introductory conceptual chapters, contributors put

forward different frameworks to understand the concepts and trends in productivity and

competitiveness. Two contributors have laid out the financial criteria of assessing and reporting

productivity in the organisations. The contributors have also tried to understand the microeconomic

foundations of productivity and competitiveness, which are fundamental to national economic policy.
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The second section is fully dedicated to the manufacturing sector and contains eight papers pertaining

to measuring the trends of productivity in manufacturing organisations. The contributors have discussed

and analysed in detail the productive efficiency of some of the important Indian industries and have put

forward policy implications for other organisations. Throughout, the contributors stress on the critical

role of manufacturing strategy in enhancing productivity and competitiveness.

The third section assimilates papers related to Service Sector. This section deals with challenges and

strategies for competitiveness and productivity in globalising Indian service sectors. In this section

detailed analysis of trends in operational productivity in service sectors like insurance, banking,

healthcare has been done and necessary reccommendations are made to improve productivity.

The fourth section is fully dedicated to the competitiveness and productivity in agricultural sector. The

contributors of this section discuss productivity in light of WTO and put forward growth performance

of productiuity in Indian agricultural sector.This section also discusses natural resource management

and productivity enhancement through organic agriculture and gives suggestions on how to use

agriculutural accounting as a tool for improving productivity.

The fifth section is on Information Technology. This section starts with discussions on the structure of

IT industry and then moves towards the discussions on the application of IT and its specific areas like

ERP Systems, CRM, TQM, E-Governance, E-Business etc to improve productivity and competitiveness

of government and different sectors of the economy like agriculture etc. In addition to describing

policies and programs, the section provides a framework for implementation, designing and initiating

successful IT programs.

The contributors in different chapters also examine public policy changes, aimed at encouraging and

improving productivity in the Indian industry. The volume concludes with a topic index. This volume

can be a part of any academic or business collection because the editors have brought together papers

by the best known authorities on effective policies and practical guidelines for enhancing productivity

and competitiveness. The resulting synthesis of experience and concepts will be of significant value not

only to executives and managers attempting to implement productivity-enhancing programs within their

own firms but also to the acadeicians and researchers working on this emerging field.


